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Objecting to Planning Applications by Letter & Points to Make 

Letters should be addressed to: 

Jenny Davies, Planning Department 
North West Leicestershire District Council 
Council Offices 
Coalville 
Leicestershire LE67 3FJ 

If possible, also send a copy to Councillor Richard Blunt at the District Council address. 

You should quote the number of the application you are objecting to.  These are: 

8 dwellings on Measham Rd - Ref. No: 13/00829/OUT 
2 dwellings at 26, Black Horse Hill – Ref. No: 13/00809/OUT 
26 dwellings at corner of Bowleys Lane and Church St. - Ref. No: 13/00799/FULM 
73 dwellings on Measham Rd - Ref. No: 13/00797/FULM  

You can write one letter covering all the applications (or as many of them as you object to) with 
some general points about all the applications and then some specific points about the different 
applications. 

Deadlines:  There are various dates given in letters and notices around the village.  We 
recommend you submit a letter as soon as possible but certainly before the end of November. 

We suggest that you start your letter saying that Appleby is facing a large number of housing 
applications (both those listed above and others that developers have told us are to be submitted 
shortly).  These applications should be considered together so that the impact on the village can be 
properly assessed. 

Personal letters are better than ones that are all the same so select some of the arguments from 
those below that you feel convinced by or where you can provide your own evidence (e.g. in relation 
to traffic hazards, flooding, etc.) or where you do not feel the developers have properly explained 
the impact their proposed houses would have on important buildings or areas of the village or on its 
sense of community. 

Planning Policy 

Village Level 
Our Village Design Statement guidelines are accepted Supplementary Planning Guidance.  
Among other things they say that development should: 

• Enhance the community spirit, rural nature, heritage and diversity of design within 
the current village. 

• The rate of development should be slow to allow newcomers to integrate into the 
community. 

• Development should respect the current village boundaries. Open spaces should be 
preserved. 

• A good social mix of development should be encouraged. 
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• The rural aspect of the village seen from the approach roads should be retained by 
avoiding solid blocks of development visible at the boundaries. 

Do the proposed developments achieve these?  If not explain how those characteristics which village 
residents have said are important, and the planning system has endorsed, will be changed. 

We have a Conservation Area in the village covering the centre of the village including parts 
of BlackHorse Hill, Church Street (including the corner of Bowleys Lane & Church St and 
behind the Church Hall), Mawbys Lane and Top Street.  The Church St application covers part 
of the Conservation Area.  Appleby also has a large number of listed buildings.  Planning 
applications have to be assessed in terms of whether they affect the setting of the 
conservation area or listed buildings. 

Do the proposed developments meet these criteria?  In particular note that the Bowleys Lane / 
Church St field is 2.5 m above road level and two and a half storey houses are proposed.  The roof 
line will be 9m (nearly 30ft) above the road level.  The applications for 8 houses on Measham Rd and 
2 houses on BlackHorse Hill are both join the Conservation Area boundary and are only outline 
applications giving little details of design and layout. 
 

We have a valid application in for a Village Green on the field bounded by Bowleys Lane, 
Church Street and Rectory Lane.  This is based on the use local people have made of this 
field over more than 20 years for leisure and recreation.  This claim has not yet been 
determined. 

Legally this claim must be determined before the planning application is assessed.  This means that 
the application for this area should not be determined at this time. 
 

District Level 
Normally planning applications would be judged against a Local Plan agreed by North West 
Leicestershire District Council after public consultation and assessment against national 
policies.  However these policies are judged to be 'out of date' and so will not be given a lot 
of weight.  While saying this, all the developers note that there are a range of policies either 
in place from the last plan or planned for the next one (Core Strategy) and judgements from 
Planning Inspectors who have assessed the last local plan or judged on previous appeals that 
would make these developments unacceptable.  These include not building on land outside 
the current built shape of the village (limits to development), judging the fields bounded by 
Botts Lane and Top Street; and the corners of Church Street with Bowleys Lane and Rectory 
Lane to be particularly needing protection from development (sensitive area status), and an 
appeal judgement on field on Measham Rd where the 8 houses are planned saying that 
design is particularly important for development to be acceptable here. 

The Core Strategy had a proposed allocation of housing that considered that Appleby was 
only able to absorb a small scale of development (roughly 6 houses up to 2031).  This 
relative low level of houses in villages compared with larger centres was based on a 
sustainability assessment which is still relevant national policy even if the overall numbers 
have to be increased.  Some developers claim that there is a large unmet local need.  Unlike 
most other local villages we have had a professional assessment of local need and a rural 
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exception site within the last 3 years.  This is the way in which planning policies are intended 
to address exceptional local need. 

You can draw attention to the fact that policies are still formally in place from the last local plan and 
that they were mainly proposed to be maintained in the emerging Core Strategy that was subject to 
extensive public consultation. 
You should argue that as a small village with hardly any public transport and limited facilities, 
Appleby can only absorb a small number of houses. 

If there is professionally established local need this should be addressed by specific allocation not by 
granting large scale development. 
 

National Level 
In the absence of an 'up to date' local plan the main weight is given to the National Planning 
Framework.  This gives a 'presumption in favour of sustainable development'.  There are 3 
aspects to judging sustainability: economic (e.g. does it generate long term employment or a 
viable local economy); social (e.g. does it maintain social integration and the character of 
communities); and environmental (e.g. does it reduce the need to travel, particularly by car; 
does it conserve historic heritage and local character, conserve landscape character, protect 
biodiversity, reduce flood risk and impacts).  The District Council has commissioned an 
assessment of the sustainability of their core strategy, including the distribution of housing.  
This is still relevant to assessing applications even though the Core Strategy has been 
withdrawn.  It shows that "the rural housing requirement is already largely taken up by 
existing commitments and completions" and that new houses in villages will generate 
unsustainable car travel for work, shopping and leisure. 

You can argue that large scale development is unsustainable.  Are new resident likely to work 
locally? Can they travel to work by public transport? Can you get your shopping by public transport? 
Do you travel by car for other purposes?  How would large scale development affect the local sense 
of community?  How would it affect the character of the village and the environment of open spaces 
and countryside? 

 
Other Material Considerations 

As well as planning policies there are a range of other material considerations that also need 
to be weighed against the presumption in favour of sustainable development.  The main 
areas are: 

Overshadowing / loss of outlook / loss of privacy 

If your property is affected in this way by any of the applications you should make this point. 

Highways issues 

If you feel that the developments will generate an unacceptable level of traffic or would affect 
highway safety (for pedestrians and cyclists as well as cars) you should explain this.  You should also 
note why you feel it would not be possible or acceptable to widen roads or put in pavements or take 
down hedges without affecting village character and environment. 
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Physical Infrastructure 

Are the drains, sewers, water systems etc adequate for new development?  If not explain your 
experience of flooding and other problems in as much detail as you can.  How do you think new 
development would make this worse. 

Social Facilities / Community Benefits 

Are there enough school places to absorb large scale development?  What about the medical 
facilities?  You can refer to any problems you see in relation to these issues or other social facilities 
that you feel are important.  If developers say that they are addressing these problems, are their 
proposals adequate? 

Nature Conservation, effect on trees, landscaping 

Will the developments have an adverse effect on wildlife (birds, bats, newts, other animals or 
plants)?  If so explain how.  Will valued trees be lost?  Will the proposed landscaping affect the 
character of our green spaces within and around the village?  If so say how. 

Building Design 

Where the applications give details of the design of houses and materials used do you feel that it is 
appropriate to the character of the village?  Is the layout and density of buildings appropriate to 
Appleby?  Explain where you think there are problems. 

 

 

We are still working on this list.  If you think that there are other points we should make or 
evidence we can use then please do let us know. 
 
Appleby Environment 
November 2013 
 


